ACROSS
1. Corrupt
7. Entrance requirement, sometimes
14. Mistreats
20. O'Neill title character
21. Controversial Martha Stewart investment
22. Get trounced by
23. Start of a doggerel, for the birds
26. Quinn's Greek
27. Cape Canaveral grp.
28. Sammy Davis Jr.'s "Yes,"
29. Peter, Paul, and Mary: Abbr.
30. "Famous" cookie maker
32. Breakfast food chain
36. Opposite of mañana
38. Doggerel for the birds, part 2
47. George's brother, the lyricist
48. Turkish honorific
49. Grand ___
51. Doggerel for the birds, part 3
58. Laser printer powder
59. 1974 Peace Nobelist
60. Affects emotionally
61. "Evil Woman" grp. setting
64. Marry again
67. Take out
68. Pro ___
69. "My treat!"
73. Devour greedily
75. Joseph ___, co-creator of Yogi Bear
77. Piece activists?: Abbr.
78. Object of worship
80. Bowler's bane
82. "Norma ___"
83. Traditional 10th wedding anniversary gift
84. Radii neighbors
86. Chevy model
88. Viagra and Vioxx, for two
92. Doggerel for the birds, part 4
98. Gaelic tongue
99. Suit to ___
101. Doggerel for the birds, part 5
108. Catches some rays
109. Architect Saarinen
110. Fiddling Roman emperor
111. Nom for Norman
114. Oilman Leon who used to own the New York Jets
116. One may be ended by 131-Across
119. Gillette razors
123. End of the doggerel, for the birds
129. First-rate
130. Outer portion of the ear
131. Bibliography phrase
132. Put a value on
133. "Carry on!"
134. Treasure

DOWN
1. Airhead
2. Mute nymph who was in love with Narcissus
3. It may have a head
4. Single-celled protozoa
5. 13-Down offering
6. Denouement
7. Alternative to MasterCard or Discover
8. Qtsy.
9. Tevye's toast
10. Dockworkers org.
11. Buns, e.g.
12. Like Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony
13. Where to nosh on a knish
14. 1925 Irving Berlin classic
15. Bee's place
16. Dream Team players' jersey letters
17. Works with a needle and thread
18. Louis XIV, self-referentially
19. Japanese sauce sources
24. Navy ranks
25. One-___ (ball game)
31. Bradley or Sharif
33. Traveler to Mecca
34. Is in the red
35. Ways to go
37. Gad about
38. 3-Down amount, sometimes
39. Switch- or buck-ending
40. Cut
41. Cut
42. Samples
43. "Keen!"
44. Tampa neighbor, informally
45. Stag horn
46. Owner of a 1712 Davidoff Stradivarius
52. Vintner's prefix
53. MacGuffin in Hitchcock's "Notorious"
54. Map dots
55. Arm or leg
56. Tuck's title
57. "CHiPs" star Erik
63. C'XXV+VII'III
65. Mystery monogram
66. 1964 title role for Tony Randall
69. Completely
70. Cause to err
71. Branch of the Dakota Indians
72. Ages and ages
74. Transition time from overnight programming to sunrise shows, perhaps
76. Icy threat
79. Procrastinator's mantra
81. Irascible
85. Mall binge
87. SUNY college town
89. Pakistani language
90. 128-Down, for one: Abbr.
91. Performer with a balancing act
93. "___ she lovely?"
94. "___ sow, so shall..."
95. Animal shown on road signs
96. Prefix with -graphic or -scopic
102. Boors
103. Gets the better of
105. Comfort
106. Preliminary write-ups
107. Put on some pounds
111. Gyro bread
112. Caveat emptor phrase
113. Weight lifter's counts
115. Piece of cake
117. Vacation destination
118. Peel off
120. Be in charge
121. "It's ___!"
122. Word in many weight-loss products
124. Somme summer
125. From Sp., e.g.
126. Sign outside a hit show
127. ___-tac-toe
128. See 90-Down